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https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird

Introduction
Bluebird’s song called us to gather, as usual. This time, Bluebird brought art from a previous math circle to inspire questions,
including this Hopi pottery by Dee Setalla and Ethel Youvella. The questions are posted at the end of this recap.

Family Circle: The Art of Factorization Diagrams
PROJECT—We ran a maker activity popular with crafters, artists, infographic designers, and cartoonists. The goal was for each
person to build factorization diagrams: the number portraits that expose hidden patterns through visual storytelling. Here are
a few teasers from Flyer #7:

These number portraits have been enchanting math and art people for many years. We did spend a while admiring a bounty of
diverse creations by several math friends (see the gallery on pages 4 and on). But we didn't look at a single full diagram until
much later in our meeting. Why?
The past makers of factorization diagrams have opened up a wealth of mathematical and artistic choices. The good news is that
these choices are accessible! Even a five-year-old can understand factorization as fair sharing, then pick a smaller or larger
number to portray, choose creatures or plants or stick to represent each share, take a tally of all shares, rotate/flip/scale the
parts of the picture, and so on.
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Each choice is doable, yet the combinations of these choices multiply fast. Possibilities grow exponentially. That might evoke a
heady, powerful feeling: like a magician's apprentice might feel finding a giant bag full of enchanted objects. Yet with great
power comes great overwhelm. To avoid that, we eased into the choices.
Our first prompt was to portray 2. The flyer had these examples from the past artists:

"Two" by Richard Schwartz, Todd Lehman, Sondra Eklund, Brent Yorgey, and Nicholas Rougeux

These are nicely polished for publishing. Some people find that polish inspiring, and others find live, imperfect doodles more
inviting. So, Maria drew a few starter examples by hand:

Rivas shared his sketch next, saying, "I made
two sprouts because I like plants."

Interesting choice:
Draw two parts of a thing, or two things?

Here is Tatiana's two, and she reiterated an important point, "I wouldn't say
that it is a leaf. It's how I see two. It's my portrait of two. It's not a leaf." In
other words, this is an abstract representation of two.

Interesting choice:
Figurative art or abstract art? Figurative art shows physical objects. Abstract
art or abstract math symbols stand for ideas.

Aida made two hearts, and Sebastian made a square with two opposites. Mr. Preston said, "I drew a peace sign with two
fingers," and Hanyeol said, "I drew two branches." The two interesting choices still apply!
Or are these choices, in fact? Until math makers notice an option or formulate a preference, a lot of what is going on is either
random or implicit. Not at all what we'd call "a choice"! Mathematics starts when we begin reflecting on our options, picking
the options we like, and especially reflecting on why we like that.
One powerful way towards mathematical noticing is called Same but Different (see, for
example, SameButDifferentMath.com). In our art of factorization, same starts with the same
style and different starts with a different number. Here is how the participants handled their
next prompt: Draw a portrait of three in your style.
Even in a very minimalist, abstract style of sticks or dots, three means many more spatial
choices, compared to two.
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Rivas and Aida went from drawing two separate things to drawing three-ness within one thing. Rivas made a sprout again, and
pointed out the three points. Aida's heart "grew another half-heart on it." Tatiana drew a portrait of three that looked like a
triangle (but we should be careful claiming that it represents anything other than a portrait of three).
Interesting choice: Find a universal method that works for every number, or make portraits that are unique by the number?
Sebastian's square looks pretty unique. Until we see the three-sided shape and realize that this can be a universal design in the
shape of star graphs. That method works for any natural number!

If we had more time, we'd invite the entire group to draw their own portraits of three based on the same portrait of two. It's
captivating to see how the same diagram inspires different mathematical ideas in different people. For example, here is another
take on Sebastian's two: polygons rather than star graphs.

Marie drew a nested triangle and "the number 3
that grew a butterfly on its side." Nested shapes
look artistic; they can also show powers of the
same factor. Here is a portrait of 81, with three
leaves nested four times, from Botanical Primes
by Nicholas Rougeux.

Our next prompt was a composite portrait. We did some hands-on modeling, as described in the flier:
Take 6 coins and share them among some people. You wouldn't share them among 6 people, because 1 coin per
person is a bit sad. Here are the sharing rules: RULE 1: Be fair and always make equal shares. RULE 2: Always make each
share greater than one. These rules model factorization.
Julia asked, "How many people do you want? In how many groups?"
That's the question! Rivas said, "Three people get two each. Or two people get three each." We call 2 and 3 factors of 6 and
say, "Two multiplied by three is six."
Interesting choice: in what order do we portray the factors?
People used their portraits of two and three to draw a composite portrait of six.
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Tatiana drew several different versions, and explained: "You can have two and three on top of
one another, or next to one another. Or you can have three twos. Or two threes."
Interesting choice: Portray the product, or only the factors?
Do you portray six itself, the product of your multiplication—or do
you only portray two and three and leave multiplying as a puzzle
for your art fans? Tatiana's examples demonstrate both versions.
Rivas, meanwhile, focused on six, and left the factoring hidden:
"One sprout became a fern and grew six leaves. Another is still a
sprout, but it grew six roots."
Lean, minimalist systems as well as organic complex imagery can spark mathematical imagination.
Julia couldn't share her screen, but she drew two three-headed dragons dancing.
Rebeca drew two as two branches of a tree, and three as three branches of a tree.
But for her portrait of six, she drew her three-branched tree reflected in water.
That represents one more choice.
Interesting choice: Draw all factors in the same manner, or draw some factors as
quantity, other factors as shape, and so on (using different qualities to show
different factors)?
On the right is Aida's take on that choice, in two
versions. (The second version is a reproduction of her idea, because the photos
came out blurry.) Michael also drew trees, and chose to make them less figurative
for the ease of working with larger numbers and exponentiation.
At this point in the meeting, we looked at the creations of past mathematical artists. You can see a bigger gallery with
references at NaturalMath.com/factorization/ Below are a few samples. These math friends faced similar mathematical
choices to those we explored during our circle!

You Can Count on Monsters is a book and a poster by Richard Schwartz. Like Rivas and Rebeca, he chose figurative art, making
numbers into little monsters. Like Tatiana's first versions, Richard only showed factors, but not their product.
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Sondra Eklund made a diagram where colors stand for numbers. This is a very abstract choice, like Tatiana's portraits. Sondra
shows all factors in the same manner: all of them are colors. Later in the math circle, we had a discussion on repeating colors,
e.g. 23 and 59. There are more primes than there are print-friendly colors.
The diagram on the next page has an elegant solution to this problem, which we discussed. Can you see what Brent Yorgey did
there? Hint: it has to do with the positional number system!
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By Brent Yorgey
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Todd Lehman's Primagic project uses plant motives, like Rebeca and Rivas, and uses radial symmetry, as Aida does in her
S-shaped curves and Sebastian in his star graph shapes. In Todd's diagram, the product is somewhat hidden: these number
portraits can work as little factorization puzzles.
The next task was to draw large numbers with a lot of factors. By then, we were
deep into the factorization art rabbit hole. Aida created these nested versions,
explaining how she represented powers of two as a nested structure: "Three
twos are one embedded inside the other, inside of three." She didn't tell us what
her product was, leaving it as a little puzzle for other participants.
(Spoiler: it's 24).
Aida's nested structure is a Droste Effect Fractal. Besides the Botanical Primes we
saw earlier, this self-similar, nested style is used in Alec McEachran's diagrams
shown on the next page.
As far as curves go, Aida's hearts resemble leaves, petals, and other living
treasures. Psychologists study how organic shapes invite soft gazing and other
restorative behaviors. These moments with nature or nature-like art can support
well-being and mathematical creativity.
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Rivas continued his plant theme with this picture of twenty roots
and six leaves. Of course, the artist can change every aspect of the
project, including the operation. Rivas' plant is what we'd call an
addition diagram—and more! The interesting choice here was to
use roots for tens, and leaves for ones. This plant has a positional
number system hiding in it. Rivas said he'd make trees instead of
sprouts if he went into hundreds.
Rivas also sketched a three-layer system with carrots, carrot tops,
and carrot roots. That's an exciting direction for factorization art.
His sketches reminded Mary of systems of equations using fruit. In
turn, she sketched an example for the participants to solve. Can
you solve it?
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Hangyeol explained her creation by voice, which made for a restorative math-in-nature visualization for the rest of us:

"If you flip number 3 sideways, it becomes a seagull. You know how the birds migrate in a V-sign? I
drew five birds, each with a tree branch that represents my two. So, five threes multiplied by two."
Rebeca shared a diagram of a pretty large number. For this recap, we colorized
her sketch for better printing, added an outline similar to the part that the
camera cut off, and marked the factors she pointed out. "My number is 576. I
did three times two times two times two. That's twenty-four, and then
twenty-four in the reflection, so it's twenty-four squared."
Several promising mathematical explorations are taking root here. (And the puns
write themselves!) First, notice that each branching, even those on the same
level, stands for its own factor. This is different from how tree diagrams usually
work in combinatorics, and therefore can open up new ways of looking at
number structures. For one, this is a faster and easier way of portraying numbers
with many factors. Efficiency is a mathematical value.
Second, recall Rebeca's portraits of two,
three, and six. We briefly compared them to
tree diagrams. Trees are a staple of logic,
where diagrams have branchings but no
reflections: that's Rebeca's original. What can
reflections mean? In the small tree, reflection
means doubling, 2×3. If that was still the
case, the bigger tree would mean 2×24. There are several more factors of 2
within 24. Why visualize only one factor of 2 among many in such a special way, as reflection? One possible use case: to make
parity jump out. Parity is the property of being even or odd. Parity is a key idea in quite a few branches of mathematics.
Rebeca's reflections can help math friends working on number theory, combinatorics, or group theory to see parity at a glance.
However, Rebeca said that reflection in her big tree means the power of two rather than times two.
Interesting choice: Stick to the previous choices, or make new ones as new ideas strike?
Quite a few of our participants changed aspects of their diagrams as they went along. That behavioral option isn't apparent in
the well-polished diagrams that people publish. Math people do value consistency, so their winding journeys may be invisible in
their published creations. That's what math circles are for: we get to witness mathematics in the making. And, of course, make
some mathematics of our own.
Rebeca's new choice means that only portraits of square numbers will feature reflections. Noticing square numbers at a glance?
"Yes, please!"—people working in number theory or combinatorics would agree. None of the factorization diagrams published
so far show square numbers in such a prominent way. An exciting invention!

New Questions for Bluebird
What is the reason behind 3.14, or Pi?—from Rivas T.
How do artists make realistic drawings on a curved surface?—from Marie B.
BLUEBIRD SAYS—Let me search for an answer and report back in a future flyer!

Submit your math-related questions at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
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